Synopsis - Comedy

Kruzin’ with the Roos’
A young American foreign exchange student, “Black Jack,” (who got his name from
his notorious gambling habit) meets another exchange student from the Middle East
named, Imani Kalid in the Australian “Outback”. The two board together with a poverty
stricken Australian family for their last year of high school. The Australians introduce
them to smoked “Kangaroo meat” which is free for the taking. Imani informs Black Jack
that smoked Kangaroo meat tastes just like smoked goat meat and informs his friend
that in Afghanistan that there is no name in their language for Kangaroo, so they call a
Kangaroo, a “goat that hops”. The two come up with a fantastic entrepreneur idea! They
decide to package and sell the smoked Kangaroo meet to the Afghanistani and other
Middle East nations as “Smoked, Goat that hops” meat for a huge profit – and so they do
becoming richer than rich!
Years later, “Black Jack” who is at the gambling tables of Las Vegas living the high life
meets up with two gorgeous blue-eye blond girls.
The suspicious police are positive that “Black Jack” is laundering drug money from
the Middle East and are secretly investigating him for prosecution.
Meanwhile, the very same police department has received numerous complaints from
the parents of eight beautiful college co-eds that have left home and to live with a 109
year old wheel chair laden old man by the name of Moofy Morrison, want the police to
investigate the old man and bring their daughters home.
The police investigate and other than finding it bizarre for the young women’s devotion
to the old man, there is no law against legal age women visiting or living with an old man
that’s one hundred and nine years old. But, the prosecutor has theories!
This is the hilarious story of how the police and prosecution bring forth their cases
against the two men, who first meet before Judge Hang Em’ High Hilda, a judge who has
never found any man innocent in twenty years that she’s sat on the bench, but she
makes deals!
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